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chromosomes rallied to, in buckles
  = Ant    or base whatever                
   

2

Sup of 2buckles
  vertebrae

Chromosomes 
Crossing     

Internal direction

Go by the bottom of the buckles

Ingested
Direction

Add legs,              
horns, wings,        
tails etc.    
Pic      
Glu  
Bones 
Fur,        
Colors     
Shells
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Dev. Pine tree

Throat
swells  
             

Coo         

delay  
           

of  
on   

advance
of  
on   

with a single flow #1 etc.

  Who joins the preexisting 
     flow in the back.           

Dolphin    
   Ducks      

Horse        
Human    
    Muffle

dog    
Worms

gorilla  
Fly         
 etc.        

   open eyes     
       = expression buckles.

Rib cage. 
On back from below
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It fled 

It comes

from back

Belly towards   
earth   

(the 2) obs.

 Insect   
in the flow    
between 2 bodies

 both      
wire/rope           
and tablecloth/flat. 

(Moires, Memory 
Parcques, weave 
Destiny)

 River                                      
and whirlwind on the edge

 when it gets into the mouth,                
it's like filament, search where                
 to go,                                                        
then behind in the brain which refuses 
with homo sapiens                                    
                          

Rooster    
human     
trilobite  
Double.     
            

(trapped descending) 

 shoulders     
  wings          
    arms         
      paws       
        fins        
   

another flow 
trapped around 
the neck
 = dev of limbs           
working, displacement,  
tripalium    

Not the same for the limbs 
under, but continuation of 
the first flow
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 the right feeds the left       
                                                                    
 - the left feeds the right    

Pulse                           
from front to back

2 currents.             
                  

Chromatin (between)

 Other chromosome 

Packed         
                     
     against  

Superimposition  
    buckles 
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All plants and animal     LG  

flow

 ribs  

The flow is not straight, the 
petioles, ribs aside,
visible, close# in the back of 
the front of the flow,               
And contact themselves,            
so the closed buckles        
Continue the movement, the 
direction of the middle flow.
This is how life pierces life,        
that a charged density,             
influential, advances in another 
moving density.

Mass  

Without mass, movement

        Human               
                                  
                      society 
          floral                
                                  
           animal            
                                  
      giant     
      anamoles             
      family                   
      fern.

place where    
babies are   
placed on the 
female side          
(exterior flow)   

place where       
babies are           
placed on the        
male side          
(exterior flow)   

place where they were born 
and where 
they go,                     
To place themselves like       
parents in membrane

Ducks, fish, bion        

True movement  

of flow 

 in the time                      
 general continuous flow 
  by progeny       
 

Apparent movement (river etc.)  

Sex determined by position 62°, Orion and Sagittarius           
at the bottom of the body, at the time of the superposition.

LG 

Indeterminate, floating,

  Downward 

  Upward      
 

   

i.e. what side it is blowing   
             or a little later.

gravitational influence of satellites on the bodies that undergo it.Moon, 
sun: frequency of krws which are galaxy space, and move the              
satellites, celestial bodies. (waves.)  Each being who develops best in a 
given place in space (which is filled with living beings) is developed     
according to these frequencies too (the best: which predominates in an 
ecosystem, here with 24 vertebrae, chromosomes, buckles. (human,     
wheat) ~23 times the waves has passed and pulled up a local                   
 superimposition of two currents in the body, in the embryo, this             
formation doubling ~24 times, chromosome, vertebra.                               
                                                            

day after day   pushes downward       
Development    
1 chromosome

Every month, one more vertebra,   
     
the last one doubling in one year,

12 times the moon attracts upwards

22 month (edit:22 years) full cycle  
of the sun spot = solar storm                       
a calculation error, imprecision and it is 23   
 

 determined

  Sun 

 other              
 branch  

LG & AE
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 Imagine a woman who has her face, breasts, navel in the back   
How does she know that she is in wrong side?

ancestor 

Woven of krw           
social bonds  

of face

another 
species
 that walks                    
on the branch 

Humanity 

face inside    

face outside  

 you are in the 
center 

Birth                            
outside.                          
 Raised outside         
 Sexuality inside.       

breasts

buttocks

Petioles

New born     

Concentration      
  + great  

Outside world                          
            flow                             
  spreads on all sides              
  when cannot pierces.      

Mirror people see extinct stars    
      

see old wood, and the  
            

future   
        

      the

and the

should see the stars                               
                                  
interior suns             

instead of this, they stays on the      
surface to meet      
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drawing of Reich W.                
                                               
cosmic superimposition

displacement of the 
flow                              
                                   
It is exactly               
the opposite

lateral    
lying     

krw    
No need to 
change the 
direction   

standing up    
cause disturbance 
of direction

but   

Reversal         

false      
       
true       
          
true       
            
false      
        
true       
             
false     at the bottom for 

                         
          at the top for 

gymnastic     

  needs logic           
                                  
  needs confidence

LG 

neurosis

  people    in the street 
           

(hood(condom/capot), against investment)      

Never let       
circulate       
in the belly     

Never let       
circulate            
in the buttocks     

Animals        
angry ,            
seek              
Habitat         
Protection       
Food           

she-wolf with a tail  
                       lifted

 wolf with a  tail      
lowed                      
                     
                         Because genitals      

in the same direction 
that the tail,               
Ready to discharge, 
(pleasure etc.)

she-wolf with a tail  
                     lowed 
                             

 wolf with a  tail      
lifted                        
                   
                         

animal   
Happy    

Sphere                                   
                      Crossing of nodes      
of crossed fantasies                        
of various provenance.     

LG 

Emotional plague    Microbe

EP
MOC

~5 foot     
  and charged 
+ that      

Virus           
floating

Pulsing 
calm  

pink 

Sexual rep., once         
reabsorbed                  
Many old, pleasant fantasy    
in opposition of buckle       
Sexual genital part           
adequate direction, we        
come across this kind of      
thing to which we are       
connected.                      
which absorbs our libido 
from below.
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LG 

Conclusion 

They spend their time putting muzzle on us,                   
buckles in front of the face, the body, the genitals,        
buckles that are only supposed to be in the back.

Put from the exterior   
 

Muzzle (gag/cover)     

Muzzle (mouth)

Self-faded           
       By  
       ears.     

Metro machine,   Politeness 
etc. everywhere all the 
time.    

idem     
Below.  
              
coccyx.  

Not supposed  
to be the 
slightest 
buckle     !

                         
   “shut up”       
                         
 

                                                            
by a mother on curiosity                     
                                                             
                                                             
                         
          last vertebra, first in head         

ears      

Eye-ball.      
                 

LG  
EP 

Climate region infested 
with snakes. (South France)

Death

       Pulse impossible      
               because              
        accumulated there 
in the back of the head 
and neck       
By the look of the others 
etc. so that it doesn't go 
over the shoulder and     
down in front following its 
vital course.                
Talking behind the back..

leash 

Blocked

Snake   
Muzzle/gag

liberty 

Stasis       of the hanged  

motionless room
leash, in apartment       
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in fact, you're not            
                          
Smaller.    
                        
you just take   
                                   
the buckle differently
                            
                              From above
                        
     From below

Encounter
                  

LG

LG Logosome  essay 
     Incidence
                     

And I was looking for a woman able to read, sit down, live  

They, they were looking for a man, able to go out, get up, live           

But there were only women outside, up, dead            

And men inside, sat, dead             

afternoon

they are all seated.        they search for a man sitting down

they are all up,               they are looking for a woman up   

because they seek to rest, everyone           

the movement in front for the  
   

the movement behind for the   

 Not knowing it, they are searching for someone, who can allow it to them, show them.

in the morning search valiantly, with the rest of the week

the afternoon, evening searching out of spite, forgetting the rest of the week

thus culture, reading   
library                          
and street

Sunday     

   morning
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LG 
Advertisement
Logosome 

subversive

Advertising for woman
                                         
Antidote (for neurotics)   

image in the buckles   
(reverse of their structure above the head and in the back)
Mom; female beauty signs etc.            
Dad; efficiency etc.          

they will flee the big loop and take the small one,  
which is in a good way and turns out to be where the man is, and whatever they want.

reverse for  Defensive buckle (took off by showing it feminine.

= Translation Because she has the impression of fighting against the mother (in truth 
against the father, the desire for incest, efficiency, etc.)
Because he has the impression of fighting against the dad (authority) (in 
truth, against the desire for incest with the mother, softness, etc.)

make him fight against the mother, he won't want to. 
he fashioned a world of hypocritical sweetness, 
                feminine value 

(gentle      
being)
                       
(identification)
 

(hard
Being)
                  
(war                  
= aggressivity) 
                         
         

because he has the impression of fighting against softness with war.
when in fact he is fighting war with softness                     
show him that he is fighting war with softness              
That, he won't want, and will take the war                                                          
which will lead to softness (after aggressiveness) (passivity after aggressiveness)

because she has the impression of fighting the war with softness.
when in fact she fights sweetness with war                 
show her that she is fighting softness with war                  
That, she won't want, and will take the sweetness                                     
which will lead to war (after passivity) (aggressiveness after passivity) 
                                                                                                           

essay

For   
        

For   

Mother 

father
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It is about of finding at which moment the two currents, the galactic and 
that of the Earth, oppose each other, or else go in the same direction
                                                                                                                    
In other words, if, depending on the phenomena observed, winds, rain, 
sun, clouds etc., we can find at what time the quantity of e. is the greatest 
or the weakest, the most moving or inert, in order to ultimately determine 
in which direction the Galactic flow goes 
between Sagittarius and Orion

The sidereal day is ~4 minutes 
shorter than solar time.                
(The two hours again correspond 
to the winter equinox.)                 
The sun, like the celestial bodies 
in its system, moves more slowly 
than the diurnal movement of 
the stars.                                    
Every year the same apparent 
position.                                
In January the Sun is visible in 
the constellation Sagittarius. In 
July the Sun is visible in Orion.
                         

Field of view               

Representation of "Field"                                                                                         Representation planetary                            Representation galactic flow 

(what is shown higher     
than Z, in real life, in       
 the sky is lower)             
           

Hour local    
 Hour sidereal (“S.Time”)         
                            
   Ursa major     
North
   Cassiopeia 
Zenith
   Winter equinox  
                           
   Sagittarius

West    
                                          
reading needle of the dial     

O = observer      

G  = galactic current        
W = earth current coming from west
X  = constellation/sidereal time       

Local meridian; 
Longitude;~1.44°E         
 Latitude;+~40°       

     ground
view to the south

Hypothesis 
The 23 May 2023

at 8 p.m. there will be a bulge that begins, attracts to the E + rain dense cloud
                                                                                                                      
at 8 a.m. there will be a depression that begins, attracts to the W + clearing

at 12hST facing south, at tht west, removing 6h (a quarter of 24h, it is 6hST.
One can observe in the west the constellation of Sagittarius.                        
in the East there is Orion rising.                                                                  
exactly opposite with respect to the celestial meridian of the winter equinox.

Observation (logs.).     

23 May 2023

~19h30 small gusts E-→W and W-→E , birds twirl, twist N-E-→S-W Raptor against dove following 
each other. Clear weather, gray cloud in the distance, slow gradient. Heavy weather a bit, light 
spirit, little pressure. Full gaze, calm, people outside.                                                                      
20h-5 Current of the Earth returns after depression, empty, we see it                                          
20h15 timid small gusts spaced of 2 minutes apart, medium clouds, large, cool  
 well formed Humid without humidity, smells the sea, light happy mood rises.
gusts. less spaced, of W                                
20h35 bulges clouds visible E, about ten   
stopped wind ~22h

Conclusion: it was the opposite i.e.                                                                    
                                                                                                                                        
at 8 p.m. there will be a depression that begins, attracts to the W + clearing 
                                                                                                                                     
at 8 a.m. there will be a bulge that begins, attracts to the E + rain dense cloud
                                                                                                                                     
                                                                                            
   Conclusion: the current goes from Orion to X                                   

        
        
 

Conclusion with facts;

Orion passed overhead at 14h
meridian face to current, it got very charged.
Later, the same in the West.
“Orion continues his run”
Then, from it we received the clouds and the rain, 
concentration in the distance in West brought by 
current of W-→E of he earth that took over again.
galactic concentration, bulge build-up with the e. of the 
earth
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Observations   (logs.) Following

24 May 2023     

25 May 2023      
                   

8h30 cloudy white, fresh, pigeon coo. pleasant awakening early
~14h Always white clouds, full cover, nebula, spark ++       
16h(8hST, Orion a little to the right of the meridian) Always cloudy flat white cover.
17h      Look at …Orion to see if there is still cloud or that something comes from it.      comes from it, 
steps slow, calm glance, says hello to     from head from afar.     next to                                        
~17h40 small wind cloud well made from W coming, 2,3                                         
~19h43 Thunders hears, a little clouds at distance *3 at W                           
~19h50 wind from W,SW 12h05ST ...O Galactic
~20h15 Orion falls asleep, Virgin runs, birth etc. rain almost rain without clouds because it is not very 
visible, big drops, spaced, torrent (Edge tube) "Have you seen the Virgin?"    “yes”                           
~21h a little less, rain stopped. Then lightning far at W, 1,2, Thunder                              
~23h lightnings soundless                    
~00h ~01h ~02h silence visual, auditory. Meridian of the earth arrives here

here   white cover, calm starts, no wind, charge starting.                 
            at 00h sidereal time, 06hST at the East,                        
                                Cassiopeia in front

Meridian     
arrive there,     relaxation       
The clouds formed in the bulge                                                             
in front of the galactic current, the current of the Earth W-->E are     
relaxed and follow again                                                                         
Sudden relaxation, discharge, heavy rain thunderbolt brightly lightning.

Sagittarius

28 May 2023

25 May 2023      
                   

03-8 June 2023

17 June 2023

~18h45,11hST Wind e-→W, Orion at 2h to the right, (H in 12h)
20h05 (12h20ST) (Constant local time – 7h36ST)  thunder  W far away 5-7 seconds                                    
No lightning, thunder, rain the precedent days since the 24 May 23, Orion sets since 25 min *2-3-4 Thunder
20h30 air current from SW when looking at the meridian at 12h south and equator

~18h20 thunder afar *1
~19h10 many more other thunder afar W
                      

~18h20  thunder
20h20 it will be 12hST   ...Orion with W aligned
8h20 it will be 24hST

        Daily     
  

We arrive    
there

“go up”   

(I see that they are 
there the 62°, we dive 
below)

+2  -6h50ST  ..+2, correction because UTC+2     =-8h50   (it is 5h05  = 20h15ST)
 thunders were triggered 2h early the exact alignment of Orion and current of Earth                          
Place of observation almost on the meridian. Universal Time, 1.44° longitude but UTC+2 because       
summer time…      hour of +30° E …
Exit from the bulge 2h later           
It was not at 19h,20h, it was at 21,22h.
So gets heard before it happens.          

Sidereal time constant deduction 

                                                    
4 different hours      
                                         
the sidereal                             
the real solar on the meridian
the UTC+1 for the country     
the UTC+2 for summer retouch

     headache ...

Thunder
When the pressure 
on Earth bark       
Can fly to  E.       

Alignment       
    exact  

Sagittarius

   Exit of pressure  

Exit of pressure  
                                         
The thunder began, ~7 days on ~10,
at exactly the same hour, 20 min. loan (or 15)     
                                                             
             In May, (month of the ancients)                                      
                  The Earth charge the morning ~7h30 (begins to charge)
                  And discharge the evening ~19h30 (begin to discharge)              
                                                                                           
               Tension Charge Discharge Relaxation.

in a tube a ball passes twice 
in the middle before finishing 
the complete loop.     
               

we fall back

Wave  

ID: In fact, a year lasts 2 years ...

eg. illustrated;

seen a little from front
                from Orion

wave  

AE 

in profile

The buckle do not return backward
     as the drawing suggests       

Earth

Sun   

Rotation around
Celestial body 
inside, not at the 
edge              
                        
Sun is a foci     
Earth an other

ellipse
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AE 

It is one krw, every 11 years it repeats. The whirlpools are visible on the sun, but the 
phenomenon arrives on all the celestial bodies of the solar system. (change of        
magnetic pole, weather, tide etc. The swirling alternate the direction of rotation with 
each cycle, which means that a complete cycle lasts the double; over 22 years.

An average of 11.04 years per cycles of 9 
to 14 years (of the 25 recorded)                   
                                                                      
A cycle (the number of swirl visible) rises 
from start until 3 or 4 years. Then descend 
until the end. 

2013-2014 
end of height, then 
descent until 2020    
                                 

25th cycle    
NOW.                
Top of the wave

2031  
New disaster           
end of cycle 

(dec. 2019; lockdown covid19)      

Same pole
needle North 
     North hemisphere
                                   
 not found the sense of 
rotation                              
                

exactly exactly exactly
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in resonance 

SS 

Exp.

A bowl of steel on a loud-speaker connected to a radio    
“in resonance” has entered

Bowl

Loud-speaker

  secondary coil
 (of the speaker)

(inside ORAC)

(but several     
other frequencies too)     
                         
                         

form of the bowl

remove the bowl, the effect ceases after three to four particles 
(abruptly (after this fairly long period of time)                 

(note; the power supply of the LoudSpeaker makes 
everything to stop. Connected directly on radio it 
works.)                                                 
(edit, same effect a day of great sun without ORAC)

Synthesis   
                 

A metal bell put on the Loud-Speaker and a radio.The antenna is 
next to it. If I keep it away, the effect stops.                              
The Medium Radio is turning in the bell, “imprisoned” and             
repeated by the coil of the Loud-Speaker. (edit: one/several         
impulse/s of medium radio; “particle”.) 

1; It captures the particles well.
                                                            
2; A buckle was created inside, took a while to draw,            
generate        with coil. Heard with the membrane Loud-Speaker. 
The metal resonated. No motion.
                                                                                              
3; Correspondence between the sound and the frequency in Hertz.
What I listen to is the Hertz, what I give is sound. Putting in abyss,
what runs under bell is the Hertz, and I listen it with sound.        
ex equo                                      
(the radio had no micro. so we can put in rotation the Hertz – a 
frequency.

 = step 1 Saucer Studies.
   (to listen, reproduce)                       
   It remains to shift, to emit at the centre.

ID to make the shift    

Stretchable bell   
= delay instrument.                

bell       
          

- towards + (reverse)

         
LoudSpeaker

Anode 

Cathode 

Bell 1     Bell 2    Bell 3     

Smaller    Bigger.        
The particle
(sound here)     
makes more time
to makes a buckle

 to listen
      for 
accelerate

   to listen
       for           
 slow down

The whole 
broadcasted 
here

ID following

radio   

ls  

water 

water 

Bell with water for fill the space more or less 
for making to go faster or less quickly.      
                                             
Potentio bell shifter                                         
Hand inside and you have the command of  
the spacecraft,   that adjusts the shift
forward, stationary, backward.

End of translating;

electron
(proton)
(neutron)

particles  
more or less  
big KRW       

get out of Earth:
Rhythms and pressure of the moon on the body,
Of the satellite on our lives. We are Earthman because adjusted 
on it.                                                                                            
Menstrual

Each month an increase then a decrease of e. then a diminution.
Cockpit SAS.     
(edit; also the rhythm of the flow G; 22 years)

Pressure
atmospheric   
quantity of e.
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